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The most challenging problem we face in the field of occupational alcoholism is to bring about the bankruptcy of the alibi
structure in the drinker long before it would occur in the ordinary course of events.
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Installation at Annual Meeting

New ALMACA Leadership Elected
Members Approve By-Law Change
James L. Francek, Corporate Coordinator of the Ford Motor Company Alcohol and

Drug Abuse Program, was elected to atwo-year term as Presdient of ALMACA in the recent
national election.

Francek, who served a~ ALMACA's Vice President, was named to succeed Paul Sherman
who becomes an ex-officio member of the organization's Board of Directors.

Other officers elected are:

Vice President—Donald W. Magruder,
Director of Special Health Services for
Continental Insurance Companies, New
York City, a member of the ALMACA
Board and Chairman of its By-Laws
Committee.

Secretary—Margaret Mantell, Ph.D.,
former Director of State Assistance
Programs of the Minnesota Vocational
Training Institute, who has been serving as
interim Secretary for the organization.

Treasurer—Thomas P. O'Connor,
Administrator of Rehabilitation Services
for Boston Edison Company, who is Vice
President of ALMACA's Massachusetts
Chapter.

The new leadership slate was to be
installed formally at the Annual Meeting in
San Francisco. Coverage of that event and
comments from the new officers will appear
in the special Annual Meeting issue of the
November ALMACAN.

In his campaign for the Presidency,
Francek said it is his conviction that: "Until
occupational alcoholism programs have
been integrated into the system of the
workplace, they run the chance of being seen
as secondary. The key to integrating these
programs into the workplace is to involve all
the significant forces within the workplace.
A clear understanding needs to exist
between labor and management before a
fully cooperative effort can evolve."

New By-Laws Approved.

Along with electing new officers,
ALMACANS approved a new set of by-
laws designed to strengthen the
organization's administration and to give a
greater voice to the membership
in operations and priorities.

Major changes involve an increase in the
Board of Directors from 11 voting members,
to 30, and provision for regional vice
presidents and Board members as well at at-
large Board members.

The new by-laws generally reflect the
growth of ALMACA into an organization
that requires a broader base of
administration and delegation of
responsibilities in several areas to a larger
group of officers and directors.

The revised by-laws will be placed into
effect under an interim Board which will
serve during a transition period until the
newly constituted Board and. slate of officers
is installed and others are appointed.

The membership-oriented emphasis of the
by-laws is reflected in the provision for five
regional Board members to be elected from
their regions, five regional Vice Presidents
and five at-large Board members to be
appointed by the President.

The new Board will consist of eleven
officers of the corporation, nine
Chairpersons of Standing Committees, five
Regional Board Members and five At-large
Members.

Continuity is ensured by provision for
staggered terms of service and establishment
of an Executive Committee that will
function between Board meetings.

OA Programming Gets Low Rank

First results of opinion gathering from
state meetings on the NIAAA National
Strategy Plan find treatment and prevention
rating high and occupational programming
and research not so high.
The results were based on reports from 20

of 39 scheduled state meetings designed to
gather grassroots opinion on priorities for
the developing National Plan to Combat
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism.
Only two states reported a "very high"

priority for occupational programming and
eight gave it a "high" rating.

Prevention activities received generally
"very high" ratings and almost all 20 state
meetings ranked treatment "very high" or
"high." (See RANK, page 3)

Training Needs Noted
In OA Study, Report
Training generally available for

occupational programmers falls far short of
needs, according to a year-long study for
the NIAAA Occupational Programs
Branch.

But the final report presents a series of
training objectives and recommends ways to
improve occupational programming
delivery and enhance the professional
identity of those in the field.

The project, conducted by the National
Center for Alcohol Education, is sum-
marized in a report entitled "Training for
Occupational Alcoholism Programmers:
Instructional Objectives and Recommenda-
tions."
The report notes that significant

expansion of occupational programming
will require a large number of profession-
ally trained personnel qualified to develop,
implement and operate programs. This, in
turn, calls for the training of new personnel
and ongoing education to refine and sharpen
the skills of those already in the field, the
report says.

"This study points up a situa ion that
must be faced by those of us ~o are
pressing for an expansion of worker
coverage by occupational programs," said
James Baxter, ALMACA Executive
Director.
"We must support efforts to expand and

improve training so that the cadre of
professionals we need will be available in the
future," he added.

The NCAE study found these issues:
• A systematic approach to the training

of occupational programmers is lacking.

• There is a lack of professionally
recognized, published reference works to use
as source material in designing, developing,
or delivery training programs.

• There is no comprehensive, central list
of available occupational training
programs.

• Some important activities are
overlooked or merely mentioned in current
training for occupational programming.

Among the recommendations for
improvement are these:

• Upgrade short-term training by
training people in the occupational field in a
systematic approach to development and

(See TRAINING, page 2)



Counselors Are Pros
Mel Schulstad, President of the National

Association of Alcoholism Counselors
(NAAC), contends the professional status of
the alcoholism counselor is rooted not in
academic credentials but in the fact that
"you have done the job."

Keynoting the annual NAAC meeting in
Memphis recently, Schulstad said
"thousands and thousands and thousands of
sick and dying people have come into your
care and gone out on the road to recovery"
and then asked: "What more proof do you
want of professionalism than that.?"

Schulstad also discussed the "marriage"
of alcoholism and drug abuse counselors
which, he said, along with the question of
academic credentials, will probably be
hanging over the field for some time to
come.

Schulstad said he is "willing to accept the
Tact that by consensus at least, we are now
constituted as an alcoholism counselor
association." However, over time and
through evolution, he said, "we may change
the name of the profession by which we are
earning our livelihood and we may therefore
have to acquire a new perspective on our
work."

Alcoholism Research Is Urged
Contending there is a "gross imbalance"

in federal health research funding, G. C.
Salmoiraghi, NIAAA Associate Director
for Research, recently urged the alcoholism
constituency to "vigorously pursue" the
issue of increased support for alcoholism
research.

Salmoiraghi contrasted the X16.1 million
appropriated for NIAAA research this year
with the $2.7 billion alloted to cancer, heart,
dental and other research endeavors at the
National Institutes of Health.
He estimated that $270 million a year "at a

minimum" would be an appropriate target
for investment in alcoholism research.
Salmoiraghi cited the $12 billion in alcohol-
related health costs annually and said by
merely allotting one percent of that total to
alcoholism research, federal support would
add up to $120 million.

Another Voice in the Field
The Other Victims of Alcoholism, Inc.,

inaugurated a newsletter this summer called
"The Other Side of the Coin." The quarterly
letter is designed to distribute information
about the millions affected by the drinking
problem of someone else.

Editor Josie Balaban Couture said the

THERE 1S A DIFFERENCE!
Don't settle for just "treatment' of your chemically dependent employ-
ees, when there are two facilities .. .

"Where Recovery is a Way of Life"
In Minnesota — In Arizona —

PARKVIEW
~'~̂ ~ TREATMENT ~gMEADpWS

CENTER
3705 Park Center Bivd. , P.O. Box 97

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55476 Wickenbur Arizona 85358
(612) 929-5531 (602684-2815

• Professionally staffed. Quali-
fied medical personnel, plus
accredited chemical depend-
ency counselors.

• Variety of inpatient and out-
patient programs designed to
meet individual needs.

• Effective, ongoing support
systems to aid recovery.

Utilized by EAP Directors of
national corporations.

Recognized by major Health
Insurance carriers.

• Located in naturally scenic
environments for therapeutic
value and privacy.

Both Centers under the Management of:

Chem Care, Inc.
3705 Park Center Blvd.

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55416
(612) 929-5531

letter will "spotlight the need to provide
these people. with information, help and
treatment, regardless of whether the
alcoholic seeks help or even recognizes the
existence of a drinking problem."

The first issue cites a Gallup Poll that
found one person in four saying an alcohol
problem has adversely affected his or her
family life. The figure in 1974 was 12
percent.

Subscriptions are $8 a year from The
Other Victims of Alcoholism, Inc., P.O. Box
921, Radio City Station, New York, N.Y.
10019.

TRAINING (from page ~)
delivery of instruction for programmers.
• Analyze existing training packages or

courses to identify tested portions which
could be modified and used to shorten time
required to develop new materials.

• Encourage professional education
programs to incorporate specialized in-
struction for occupational programming.

• Publish an agreed-upon set of
functions and critical tasks that are
performed in occupational programming.

~ Prepare basic resource materials for
training in the field.

• Provide a central list of instructional
offerings.

• Establish, document and adhere to
criteria for referring employees and/or
family mei►~bers for qualified assistance
and/or treatment services.

Dr. Helen L. K. Farr, of NCAE, said a few
copies of the repo► t are now being circulated
for review and comment among experts in
the occupational field. She said copies
generally should be available sometime in
November through the Department of
Commerce National Technical Information
Service (NTIS).

r~ ~ 11~l~ ~,!
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RANK (from page 1)
Written comments from several states

indicated a feeling that "basic research has
not been perceived by the field as being
particularly useful."
ALMACA President Paul Sherman said

the •weak response to Occupational
programs demonstrates that more
enlightenment is needed, particularly to
dispel the notion that occupational
programs are part of treatment.
In his "Commentary" in the June

ALMACAN, Executive Director Jim
Baxter pointed out that the questionnaire
used by NIAAA at the state meeting lists
occupational programming as a treatment
sub-category. As he said then:

"Let's make it clear that OA programming
incorporates all aspects of the effort to
combat alcoholism—treatment, prevention,
training and research. It is an all-
encompassing approach that should be
spelled out clearly in the over-all national
strategy."

Clearly, the initial soundings from the
state meetings indicate that while increased
attention has been focussed on OA
programming in recent months, those who
are concerned with this movement have an
important educational job to do.

Federal Alcoholism Funding
A survey funded by NIAAA put total

federal funding of alcoholism activities at
$313.3 million in fiscal year 1977. A total of
2,115 active projects were cited by 22 federal
agencies.

Metrolina Thinks Media
The Metrolina Chapter, which covers the

Carolinas, held a media workshop at its
August meeting, a subject that other
chapters might want to emphasize as part of
the effort to spread the word about
occupational programming.
The one-day meeting, in conjunction with

the Western Regional Occupational
Program Training Session, was split into
sessions on newspapers and radio.
The newspaper session concentrated on

defining news/publicity, how to prepare
material and how to get releases published.
The radio session covered the philosophy of
a local broadcaster, the role of the FCC,
station organization and administration,
program format development and what to
submit and how.

We'll look forward to increased media
attention to the activities of the Metrolina
Chapter and its members.

Golfing Against Alcoholism
Proceeds from the Shecky Greene

Celebrity Golf Classic at I.as Vegas Nov.19-
22, will go to the National Council on
Alcoholism. NCA said it is the first national
sports event ever organized to provide funds
to combat alcoholism.
Greene, nightclub and television

personality who is a recovered alcoholic,
said he agreed to host the event because he.
hoped it will help reduce the stigma of
alcoholism and raise funds for NCA
programs.

The Right Time, The Right Place,
The Right Communality...

and Alcoholics Begin to Recover.
Without giving the impression that there is only one way to treat alcoholism and other addictive diseases,

our experience over the past 20 years has provided a few "givens" which we'd like to share.
"The right time" depends upon outside forces. When we get a patient, the right time is now and we work at

it from that perspective.
"The right place" has to do with a match of patient, program and location. Caron Hospital offers compre-

hensive services, of which detoxification is only one component. The Chit Chat Farms program is broadly
based, appropriate for most, and AA oriented. The location is remote enough to break with the drinking en-
vironment, yet easily accessible.

"The right community" is probably our biggest asset. Chit Chat is more than just a place. It is a family of
professionals and patients so well integrated as to form a therapeutic community. A true therapeutic commun-
ity isdifficult to establish and hard to maintain. Yet, it is one of the most effective modes of treatment devised.

Treatment is just one of several services offered at Chit Chat. To find out more, write or call us. Better yet,
come see for yourself.

DETOXIFICATION • REHABILITATIOI`I • AFTERCARE
TRAINING •RESEARCH • ED(ICATIOI`I •CONSULTATION

CHIT CHAT << < ~ ̀
FOUNDATION -_
CHIT CHAT FAEZMS/CAI20N HOSPITAL
Box 277, Galen Hall Road, Wernersvl0e, Pennsylvania 19565
Telephone: (2151678-2332

Accredited 6y the Joint Committee on Accredetion of Hospitals ~JCAN~

and a Member Provider of Capital Blue Cross.

-------------------
~ I would a reciate receivin additional
~ information on the Chit Cha 9Foundation.

~ Specifically interested in:

s NAME
0
o AoonESs
~ AGENCY/ORG.
0
t CITY

~ STATE Zlp
i

Alcohol-Drug Combo Option
Is Suggested In OMB Paper
The idea of consolidating the federal

alcoholism effort with other health
programs has surfaced in a staff working
paper by the Human Services Study Team of
the President's Reorganization Project.
The paper being circulated for comment

contains several options, ranging from
•folding. NIAAA's project and formula grant
programs into a health and services block
grant to the states to merging them with drug
abuse under a "substance abuse" formula
grant.
Tha Office of Management and Budget,

which is in charge of the project, stressed
that the staff paper was only a preliminary
document and did not contain conclusions
or recommendations. It represents
preliminary results of the first phase of a
review of the organization and delivery of
human services ordered by President Carter
in June, 1977.
An OMB official told The Alcoholism

Report that the study team is focusing on
programs and areas singled out in the
interim report and is not giving "serious
consideration" at this time to all the options
outlined in the staff paper.
On the other, hand, he said that if

substantial support should develop for any
of the consolidation proposals, "I think we
would take another .look at them."

Acting NIAAA Director Loran Archer
indicated he would urge the parent Alcohol,
Drug Abuse and Mental Health
Administration (A~QM~A) not to support
the options in the OMB paper.
"I don't think alcoholic people, drug

abusers and the mentally ill would be well
served by any of these options unless there is
a major change of attitude on the part of
people in the healet► a1~d social care systems:"
Archer told AR.
Archer stressed that he strongly supports

the overall goal of the reorganization
study—to improve and integrate delivery of
human services—but said the options
outlined would not accomplish this
objective as far as alcoholism programs were
concerned.
As for options that would consolidate

alcoholism with mental health and drug
abuse, Archer said these tq him represented
a "step backward" from the NIAAA goal of
integrating alcoholism into the general
human services area.

New Liquor Tax Is
Proposed
A bill is being drafted that would im-

pose anew federal tax on distilled spirits
to create a trust fund for NI?►AA pre-
vention, education and research programs.
Sen. Mike Gravel (D-Alaska) is circu-

lating the proposal among Senators with a
letter asking for support.
The measure would impose an addi-

tional tax of 35 cents per 100 proof gal-
lon on distilled spirits,



Spreading the Word in R.I.
A vigorous statewide publicity campaign

to sell employers on employee assistance
programs has paid off in Rhode Island with
increased programs and participation.

The Rhode Island Group Health
Association (RIGHA) reports that during a
two-year campaign it persuaded more that
150 businesses and governmental units,
employing from 25 to 17,000 workers, to
participate in its EAP or to set up their own.
The State of Rhode Island and several cities
and towns are among employers who have
set up programs.

With funding from NIAAA, RIGHA
operates its own EAP on an "umbrella
concept," offering services to help a variety
of companies with the personal problems of
their workers.

The publicity campaign on the theme
"Everybody has problems" covered all
media—newspapers and broadcast,
billboards, poster, bus cards and direct
mail and was designed to attract employer
attention to the potential of the EAP idea.

RIGHA, which is a health maintenance
organization, said it has oriented nearly
4,000 supervisors to the program and

Help for the Alcoholic

~.:

'~

HIDDEN BROOK
TREATMENT CENTER

Our program for recovery Is under the planned
guldance of an experienced Medical and Nurs-
Ing Staff in surroundings conducive to rehabilf-
tation. Request our Brochure: Call 879-1919. Or,
write: Thomas Run Road, BEL AIR, MD 21014.

Accredited By The JCAH

distributed thousands of pieces of employee
literature.

For information; Michael C. Gerhardt,
Rhode Island Group Health Association,
210 High Service Avenue, North
Providence, R.I. 02902.

NYC Rights For Alcoholics
Discrimination against recovered alco-

holics is now illegal virtually across the
board in New York City.

A new law bans such discrimination in
areas such as employment, insurance,
housing, welfare payments, credit, child
custody, licenses and education.

FYI

Mount Pleasant Hospital holds its second
annual Caring and Sharing weekend Nov. 3-
5 at the Sheraton Regal Inn, Hyannis, Mass.
Special events include family AA and Al-
Anonmeetings and a banquet, dinner dance,
speakers and films. Contact: Mount
Pleasant Hospital, 60 Granite St., Lynn
Mass., 01904. A second seminar on
"Alcoholism, The Family Illness" will be
held Nov. 13-17 at the St. Ignatius Retreat
House, Manhasset, N.Y., sponsored by [he
Freedom Institute and Johnston Institute in
cooperation with the NCA Family Program.
Contact: Freedom Institute, Inc., l74 E.
74th St., New York, N.Y., 10021 or call
212/249-0303.

k ~~.. ~a When help is needed,
~f those addict¢d to alcohol and drugs
` f i nd Gat¢way apt ly nam¢d.

Gateway's 28-day residential program provides, at a reasonable cost,

the treatment necessary to meet the addicted person's needs for recovery.
A "holistic" approach gives special attention to the patient's physical, psychological,

spiritual and vocational rehabilitation, as well as providing regularly scheduled
education and counseling for his or her family. Aftercare also is an important phase

of the overall Gateway program.

Gateway is located just 15 minutes from the Greater Pittsburgh Airport,
in a quiet rural setting. Free transportation is provided to and from the airport,
making Gateway within hours of anywhere in the country. it is accredited
by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals and approved by

Blue Cross of Western Pennsylvania.

There is nn known cure for addiction, but Gateway has helped thousands

find the miracle of recovery and a "gateway" to a new life.

GATEWAY REHABILITATION CENTER `~.,,~_
R.D. #2•Moffet Run Road•Aliquippa, PA 15001 ~—
Telephone (47 2) 766-8700•(47 2)378-4461 r ~



Facts—State By State
A rich lode of alcoholism-related infor-

mation on a state-by-state basis is now avail-
able in a book of "State Plan Proles" com-
piled by NIAAA's State Assistance Branch.
Among facts contained in the 220-page

book are these:
• 11 states have mandatory health

insurance coverage for alcoholism treatment
and 10 have optional or limited coverage.

• 13 states have mandatory coverage for
treatment of mental health disorders.

~ 18 states have initiated procedures for
credentialing of counselors.

The profiles were prepared by reviewing
all state plans submitted for 1977-78 and
pulling out such common factors as:
pertinent legislation, composition of the
Advisory Council, scope of alcohol
problem, summary of previous year's
activity, highlights of projected activities
and budget breakdowns.
Breakdowns at thud of the book list

federal funds awarded ;~i~c~ fiscal year 1972
and NIAAA grants active as of June, 1978.
Among state plan priorities, the compilers

found 31 states list occupational programs,
18 cite credentiali~►g of-counselors, 17 call
for needs assessment and 23 list quality
services and program standards.
The book will telLyou how many people

are identified as having alcohol problems in
each state, where the problems are and
about gaps in programs`~u~ services.

Supplies are limited buf single copies are
available from the National Clearinghouse
on Alcohol Information,~.G1~Box 2345,
Rockville, Md. 20857.

Counseling Helps; -CSC Says
Efforts to provide counseling for federal

workers with alcohol and other problems
are meeting with increased success, accord-
ing to Civil Service Commission officials.

The Commission reported that counseling
has helped 75 percent of employees with
alcohol or drug problems bring their
performance back to a sustained and
acceptable level.

Press Notes OA Programs
Occupational alcoholism programming—

and ALMACANS—were highlighted by
feature stories in two major newspapers
recently, further signs that this field is
attracting the kind of attention it deserves.

The Chicago Tribune focused its lengthy
story on the Grant Hospital Treatment
Center, one of that city's leading alcoholism
treatment centers.

Prominently featured in the piece was
Brenda Blair, Coordinator of Research,
Training and Development at the Hospital.
She is Chairman of the ALMACA Steering
Committee on Woman and Alcohol in the
Occupational Setting.
The Hartford (Conn.) Courant featured

the Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Group,
largest employer in Connecticut, in a
Sunday magazine story on occupational
programming in that state.
ALMACAN Charles Pilkingon,

Supervisor of Special Programs at Pratt and
Whitney, was quoted in the article as saying
"IYs dearly costing the company that
ignores the problem" of alcoholism on the
job.

Wants Alcoholism Mentioned
Acting NIAAA Director Loran Archer

declared recently that he "violently" dislikes
such terms as "substance abuse" and
"chemical dependency."

Archer said he believes firmly in the
disease concept of alcoholism and in the
need for programs to deal with that disease,
in remarks at the annual meeting of the
National Association of Alcoholism
Counselors in Memphis, Tenn.

"I want the word ̀alcohol' or ̀alcoholism'
mentioned. I want the concern there. I don't
want it to be hidden or pushed aside,"
Archer said.

Archer advanced the theme, derived from
AA, of "cooperation, not affiliation,"
explaining: "I thick a great deal needs to be
done in working closely with drug abuse
programs, mental health programs,
community health programs.. But I don't
want to combine in such a way that we forget
why we're there. We are there because there
are still people who are sick and suffering
from the disease of alcoholism."

Alfa epeolell:lnp In me naermenf oI elcohollam
entl Orup ~OtllcNon la 17 years, we lound .. .

through
caring
~~ ~ ~

sh ri g
if You're

_ willing
there s ~
a way.
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National Commission Bill
Needs Grassroots Support
The amendment that would create a

National Commission on Alcoholism and
Other Alcohol-Related Problems needs
backing from the field when it goes to a
Senate-House Conference Committee.

The measure, introduced by Sen.
Harrison A. Williams (D-N.J.), Chairman
of the Human Resources Committee, passed
the Senate in July and will be up for
consideration as Title IV' of the Health
Planning Amendments (S. 2410).

Because it's an amendment to a pending
bill, the Commission proposal doesn't need
separate House passage but it will need
support by Congressmen when the
Conference Committee meets to iron out
differences between the Senate and House
versions of the over=all Health Planning Bill.

And that's where ALMACANS can
help—by expressing their support of the
Amendment to establish the Commission
and asking their Representatives toback the
measure (See the August ALMACAN for
background).

It is important that House Conferees
support the Senate-passed Amendment.
Likely members of that panel are: Harley
Staggers (D-W.Va.), Samuel Devine (R-
Ohio) and members of the Health and
Environment Subcommittee: Paul Rogers
(D-Fla.), David Satterfield '(D-Va.),
Richard Preyer (D-N.C.), James Scheuer
(D-N.Y.), Henry Waxman (D-Calif.), James
Florio (D-N.J.), Edward Markey (D-
Mass.), Andrew Maguire (D-N.J.), Richard
Ottinger (D-N.Y.), Doug Walgren (D-Pa.),
Tim Lee Carter (R-Ky.), James Broyhill (R=
N.C.), Edward Madigan (R=I11.) and Joe'
Skubitz (R-Kan.).

If your Congressman is on the list, please
write and ask for support of the Senate
Amendment in the upcoming conference. If
your Congressman is not on the list, write
and ask him to express support to the
Conferees.

'The Senate-House Conference could be
held at any time, so please don't delay in
letting the Congressmen know of your
support for the National Commission.

INSTITUTE FOR
BETTER LIVING ~ ''~
Established in 1971 ~

VGn~~'( V t//GGGIV ~//V/V, INC.

Specializing In the treatment of the

PROBLEM DRINKER
/ DRUG ABUSER

• Accredited by P/F Alcoholism Division JCAH •
• Skilled professional staff • 24 hour medical coverage •

• Champus approved, also by many other insurance companies •

FOR INFORMATION CALL (813) 375-2218
P.O. BOX 337, BOWLING GREEN, FLORIDA 33834



RALEIGH HILLS HOSPITALS
Successful Medical Treatment of Alcoholism Since 1942.

Fully Accredited by the Joint Commission on Accredita-
tion of Hospitals.

Members in Good Standing of Major Hospital Associ-
ations.

For more Information and Literature
CALL COLLECT — 24 HOURS A DAY
Portland, Oregon 503-292-6671'
Gordon Russell

Spokane, Washington 509-624.3226
Jim Donahue

Newport Beach, California 714-645-5707
Jerry Creedon

Redwood City, California 415-36$-4134
George Parker

Sacramento, California 916-967-8277
Mike Lynch

Salt Lake City, Utah 801-261-177]
Hank Blakely

Las Vegas, Nevada 702-382-3982
Sid Wall

Denver, Colorado 303-388-2491
Dan Rowley

Oxnard, California 805-485-0477
Jerry Johnston
Approved for Coverage by Medicare, CHAMPUS and
Most Major Insurance Companies

'Alcoholism and other drugs '"81ue Cross and Major , ̀ r

•28/42 day program (23 bed capacity)
Insurance coverage ~ ~ ~ ~~

i7 

L~'542.50 per diem 'Z4 hours service, Nurses on
duty 24 hours

+Training week for Labor Men-
R.D. 2, BOX 146-A BROUkagement and Treatment Personnel

•Fully by JCAH
SHICKSHINNY, PA. 18655

717-8643116 ~OD~~accredited

~~ ~ ll~.r~ ~'!
1800 N. Kent Street
Suite 907
Arlington, Va. 22209

ALMACANOTES
The Rehabilitation Hospital of the Pacific, Honolulu, Hawaii,

is looking for a counselor for its new alcohol treatment program
called the "Life Health Program." The Program consists of
outpatient and residential treatment for the employed problem
drinker and the alcoholic. Both plans have 21-day primary case
phases followed by 49 weeks of aftercare. They want a candidate
with a Master's degree in rehabilitation counseling or related field
with with one year of experience in alcohol rehabilitation or 5 years
of experience in alcohol rehabilitation counseling with training in
counseling skills and techniques. Contact: Ms. Joyce Ingram=
Chinn, Life Health Program, Rehabilitation of the Pacific, 226
North Kuakini St., Honolulu, Hawaii, 96817.... An ALMACA
Member Firm notes that most current OA programs focus on
identification, treatment and rehabilitation. They have that kind of
information but are interested in prevention and educational
programs and efforts. If any members have information on
prevention components of OA programs and would like to help,
please send it along to the ALMACA office and we'll forward to
the requesting firm. James P. Richards, a member of
ALMACA and OPCA, was recently elected to serve for two years
as President of Community Association Serving Alcoholics in
Massachusetts. Richards is a Vice President of Mount Pleasant
Hospital, Lynn, Mass.... Ray Kelly, former ALMACA Vice
President and Immediate Past President of OPCA, opened a new
business August 1—Ray Kelly Associates, Inc., headquartered in
Hubbard Woods, a northern suburb of Chicago. The new firm
offers complete occupational program services, from explanation
to .establishment and administration. Contact: Ray Kelly
Associates, P.O. Box 141, Hubbard Woods, 111. 60093 or call
312/835-0111.

Alcoholism Coverage Study
NIAAA plans to call for a competitive contract next year to evaluate the

inclusion of alcoholism benefits in health i~isurance plans along lines
originally scheduled to be conducted by the Blue Cross Association (BCA).
BCA Was turned down recently by NIAAA for a sole source contract to

carry out the second phase of a project to test the feasibility of alcoholism
coverage by Blue Cross membership plans. The first phase developed a
model benefits package and other materials.
NIAAA Associate Director James Lawrence told The Alcoholism report

that the action did not represent "any lessening of our commitment to
attempt to broaden coverage for alcoholism services through the Blue

Cross plans or other private carriers."
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